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====================================================== The RunFirst utility is a simple tool that allows to set the affinity of a running process to a particular processor. The application is started on the first processor of a multi-processor system or on the first hyper-threaded processor of a single processor system. The affinity
setting is normally carried out by the Operating System automatically when starting a process. RunFirst comes into play when starting a process that is the cause of an error. RunFirst is useful in the following situations: *Start application on a machine with only one processor and need it to run on a particular processor, *Start application on a machine
with only one processor and a crash occurs during startup, *Start application on a machine with multiple processors and need it to run on the first processor of the system, *Start application on a machine with multiple hyper-threaded processors and need it to run on the first hyper-threaded processor of the system, *Start application on a machine with
multiple hyper-threaded processors and need it to run on a particular hyper-threaded processor. You can use the RunFirst utility to run any application on any processor. If you run the application normally on a machine with multiple processors and have an error during startup, you can insert the RunFirst utility in the Start Menu -> Run -> type the full
path of the process in the field Run first on this machine, and it will start the process on the first available processor. COPYRIGHT: ====================================================== RunFirst is Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Paulo Piccitto ====================================================== The licensing
of this product is the same as the licensing of the product mentioned below. Best Regards You do not have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests You cannot post new topics in this forumYou cannot reply to topics in this forumYou cannot edit your
posts in this forumYou cannot delete your posts in this forumYou cannot post attachments in this forum
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===================== There are two types of affinity to be set. The first is the affinity of the application to be run as a single thread process. This is the value in the Affinity property of the App.Run event. To set the affinity for a process, you need to provide the Affinity number as shown below. By specifying the number of the affinity, you
can control which processor the process is run on. If you don’t specify any affinity number, the process will be run on all the processors of the system. The second affinity is the affinity of the process to be run with a multi-processor configuration. This is set in the MultiProcess property of the App.Run event. This property takes a single value that
represents the maximum number of processor with which the process can run. In this case, you should specify the affinity value as shown below. You can now close the application by clicking the Cancel button in the dialog box that appears when the process is run. The runfirst.exe command is available for the following operating systems: Windows 10
Windows 8.1 Windows 7 Windows Server 2008 R2 Windows Server 2008 Windows Server 2003 The runfirst.exe tool can be found in the below locations depending on your operating system.Impact of continuous versus interrupted inferior alveolar nerve blocks on the jaw-closing muscles of awake humans: a prospective randomized crossover trial.
To examine the impact of two different patterns of inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) block administration on jaw-closing electromyographic (EMG) activity. Two different patterns of IAN block administration (2 and 6 blocks) in the same patient and a no-block (control) condition were employed in this prospective randomized crossover trial. Bilateral
block placement was performed by an operator using a combination of a nerve stimulator and hand instruments. IAN block performance was monitored using a monopolar EMG technique and the jaw-closing muscles (medial pterygoid, lateral pterygoid, and anterior temporalis) were monitored using bipolar EMG. The order of block administration
was random. Ten volunteers (5 men, 5 women) were recruited to participate. The order of block administration was determined by chance. Continuous and interrupted IAN blocks produced significantly lower EMG levels than the no-block control condition, with continuous blocks being significantly less effective than interrupted blocks. Continuous
IAN blocks produced significantly lower levels of jaw- 77a5ca646e
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RunFirst

The RunFirst tool is a simple to use command-line tool that lets you launch the process on the first processor (or on a hyper-threaded core) Features: Allows you to specify the multi-processor system to start the process on, or to start a single processor application. Allows you to specify the priority of the application to run. The priority may be in the
range 1..9. Allows you to specify the affinity of the application to run on. The affinity may be in the range 0..7. The default affinity is 0. Allows you to specify an application name if you have specified the application and the affinity. The application name is used instead of the application itself. Multicore emulator command line tool for system
emulation in Windows. Allows you to test your application on different platform or machine configurations. The following command line arguments are available: mconsole [–device=device] [–context=context] [–vm-address=vmaddress] [–cpus=cpus] [–debug-level=debuglevel] [–config=config-name] mconsole [–device=device] [–context=context]
[–vm-address=vmaddress] [–cpus=cpus] [–machine-args=machine-args] mconsole [–device=device] [–context=context] [–vm-address=vmaddress] [–cpus=cpus] [–machine-args=machine-args] [–vm-args=vm-args] mconsole [–device=device] [–context=context] [–vm-address=vmaddress] [–cpus=cpus] [–machine-args=machine-args] [–vm-args=vm-
args] [–additional-vm-args=additional-vm-args] mconsole [–device=device] [–context=context] [–vm-address=vmaddress] [–cpus=cpus] [–machine-args=machine-args] [–vm-args=vm-args] [–additional-vm-args=additional-vm-args] [–memory-dump-filename=memory-dump-filename] [–memory-dump-directory=memory-dump-directory] [–release-
port=release-port] [–debug-port=debug-port] [

What's New in the?

Start a process on the first processor of a multi-processor system or on an hyper-threaded single processor system. This utility does not start a process on the first processor (or hyperthread) because that would not be efficient. It does not launch a process if the current system is not a multi-processor system. The parameter ProcessName specifies the
name of the process that you want to start. The parameter Priority indicates the priority of the process. The Priority parameter can be either the priority of the threads in the process (1 to 4) or the priority of a process (1 to 6). If you specify the Priority parameter to the value 1, the first processor or the hyperthread of the processor is started. If the
processor to be used is not the first processor of the system, the SetAffinity command can be used to force the process to run on a particular processor. The SetAffinity command can be used only in non-multi-processor systems. Note: 1. RunFirst is not installed by default. 2. RunFirst must be executed as administrator. 3. RunFirst is not compatible
with all operating systems. 4. RunFirst is only supported on Windows 2000 and above. 5. RunFirst is supported only on x64 processor systems. 6. The number of processors on a system with HyperThreading can be less than the number of logical processors. In such a case, RunFirst can only start a process on a single processor and not on a hyper-
thread. Parameters: - ProcessName The name of the process that you want to start. - Priority The priority of the process to be started. - Startup Specifies if the process is started as an application or as a service. - 1: starts the process as an application - 0: starts the process as a service - AddToRun
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System Requirements For RunFirst:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP or higher CPU: 2GHz Pentium® or later Memory: 128MB Graphics: Microsoft® DirectX® 9.0c compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 20GB Monitor: 1680x1050 Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Keyboard & Mouse: Microsoft® standard keyboard
and mouse Additional Notes: Microsoft®.NET Framework 4 (4.0)
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